This work explains how adaptable local poster communication strategies developed across Republican Spain in order to provide publicly fueled solutions to the highly variant community needs precipitated by nationalist coup and the emergence of social revolution in 1936.
Political posters were a prevalent part of the visual fabric of Republican Spain from the first days of the civil war. Spain's foreign minister, Avarez de Vayo narrated this scene in his memoir, "Full-color posters, banners, and fliers, brandishing dramatic swaths of red and black or blue and yellow were all over the city: along the streets, taped to windows, tacked up on kiosks in every public square, on the interior walls of office buildings and private homes, in all of the subway stations, on the sides of busses, trucks, and even trains. By the second week of the war, early in July of 1936, they were already defining the public space of major cities."
